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Applying Psychology to Everyday Life: A Beginner's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006


	I began by wanting to write a book entitled something like Where Psychology Has

	Gone Wrong. The reason for this desire came from thinking that psychology is

	a far more interesting and stimulating subject than it would appear to be from

	a glance at some academic texts and journal articles. Also, many students begin

	their...
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English Vocabulary in Use Upper-intermediate With answersCambridge University Press, 1994
English Vocabulary in Use is a vocabulary book for upper-intermediate and advanced learners of English, primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice book, but can also be used for classroom work. Firmly based on current learning theory, its emphasis is on the practical needs of the learner. It aims not only to present and explain words...
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Solving the PowerPoint Predicament: Using Digital Media for Effective CommunicationQue, 2006
Everyone uses PowerPoint, but how effective is your presentation at meeting the goals you've outlined? A great presentation is more than just a slideshowit's about using PowerPoint to its maximum potential to get your message across to your audience. That's the PowerPoint Predicament. Tom Bunzel reveals how to conceive, plan,...
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Global Marketing: A Market-Responsive ApproachFT Press, 2000

	For 2/3 year students in international/global marketing. and post graduate courses in marketing. Critically, it asks the question whether to internationalise at all and looks at deciding which markets to enter and how to enter them. It covers the design, implementation and coordination of a global marketing programme and addresses the...
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An Introduction to Parallel ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Parallel hardware has been ubiquitous for some time now. It’s difficult to find a laptop,
	desktop, or server that doesn’t use a multicore processor. Beowulf clusters are
	nearly as common today as high-powered workstations were during the 1990s, and
	cloud computing could make distributed-memory systems as accessible as...
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Hepatology: Diagnosis and Clinical ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book will be an affordable, highly practical handbook on hepatology, aimed at residents/trainees in gastroenterology, GI nurses, and recently qualified consultants to use as a quick reference when managing patients presenting with possible or overt liver disease.


	It will be of particular use for those GI...
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Advanced Negotiation TechniquesApress, 2015

	Advanced Negotiation Techniques provides a wealth of material in a winning combination of practical experience and good research to give you a series of tools, techniques, and real-life examples to help you achieve your negotiation...
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Who's Got Your Back: The Breakthrough Program to Build Deep, Trusting Relationships That Create Success--and Won't Let You FailCrown, 2009

	Disregard the myth of the lone professional “superman” and the rest of our culture’s go-it alone mentality. The real path to success in your work and in your life is through creating an inner circle of “lifeline relationships” – deep, close relationships with a few key trusted individuals who will offer the...
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Mathematics For JEE (Main & Advanced), Geometry- Vol. 4John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The JEE (Main & Advanced) is one of the hardest exams to crack for

	students, for a very simple reason – concepts cannot be learned by rote,

	they have to be absorbed, and IIT believes in strong concepts. Each

	question in the JEE (Main & Advanced) entrance exam is meant to push

	the analytical ability of the student to...
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CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, 4th Edition (640-801)Sybex, 2003
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's    revised CCNA exam, 640-801. This new edition of the best-selling CCNA    Study Guide provides:
	In-depth coverage of every CCNA    exam objective    
	Practical information on Cisco internetworking    solutions    

...
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What All Network Administrators KnowTheNetworkAdministrator.com, 2003
This book is in response to the daily e-mails I receive from my website TheNetworkAdministrator, that ask the question; "What do I need to know to become a network administrator?" Some of you reading this book might find that you have all the qualifications needed, while others may become easily discouraged. Don’t be discouraged....
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Automatic Control of Atmospheric and Space Flight Vehicles: Design and Analysis with MATLAB® and Simulink® (Control Engineering)Birkhauser, 2011

	
		The main purpose of writing this book is to present a unified approach for automatic
	
		control of atmospheric and space flight vehicles. Such an outlook has become more
	
		necessary nowthan ever,with the advent of aerospace vehicleswhose singlemission
	
		covers operation as aircraft, rocket, and spacecraft at various instants....
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